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that has a very long running job to record statistics for user browsing actions. This job will end up being
called with over a million records. I want to use delayed_job to queue the call to the method, but I don't
know how to handle parameters. Here's a simplified example of what I want to do: # BrowsingAction def
calculate_page_views(record_type, page_number) calculate_page_views(record_type, page_number,
@browsing_page) end # CalculatePageViewsWorker def calculate_page_views(record_type, page_number,
record_browsing) .... end The record_browsing field is a method call that calculates a global average. It will
be called with a record_type and a page_number. Based on my understanding, I could do this and make it
queueable with: class BrowsingAction true, :args => [self.record_type, 3e33713323
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